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  NEW HUD ANIMAL GUIDELINES 
DISAPPOINTINGLY MISS TARGET

 HUD’s been talking about new guidelines to ad-
dress the overwhelming amount of ESA fraud for years.  
The wait is over.  HUD published new guidelines (the 
“Guidelines”) on January 28, 2020.  People will talk and 
write a lot about the Guidelines but here is what you need 
to know in the short run.  The Guidelines are complicat-
ed and lengthy at nineteen pages.  TS evaluated well over a 
thousand ESA reasonable accommodation animal requests 
for clients in 2019.  For the most part, the Guidelines do 
not fix or address the significant problems with the cur-
rent reasonable accommodation (ESA) system.  Tenants 
frequently ask landlords “what information do I need to 

provide to get an 
ESA”?  The Guide-
lines do provide a 
template that can 
be sent to tenants.  
Unfortunately, 
the Guidelines do 
nothing to address 
the substantial 

amount of ESA fraud or even clarify when and under 
what circumstances landlords can challenge obviously 
bogus ESA documentation.  Finally, several parts of the 
Guidelines may result in even greater confusion for the 
rental industry when it comes to evaluating animal rea-
sonable accommodation requests.
 The stated purpose of the Guidance is fantas-
tic!  The purpose is to provide “guidance to help housing 
providers distinguish between a person with a non-obvi-
ous disability who has a legitimate need for an assistance 
animal and a person without a disability who simply wants 
to have a pet or avoid the costs and limitations imposed 
by housing providers’ pet policies, such as pet fees or 
deposits.”  Unfortunately, the Guidance does not achieve 
its stated purpose because it gives landlords zero tools or 
clarification to fight the enormous amount of existing 
ESA fraud.  Everyone knows there is a ton of fraud.  In 
fact, all of the ESA internet letter mills acknowledge the 
continued on page 2 

THEY’RE BACK!
 The Second Regular Session of the seventy-
second Colorado General Assembly convened on January 
8th and is scheduled to adjourn on May 6th.  The Demo-

crat majority of 
Colorado lawmak-
ers are committed 
to tying up loose 
ends from last 
year’s session and to 
successfully pursue 
their unfinished 
progressive agenda 
in 2020.

 Currently, in just 
the first 2 weeks of 

the new session, the Colorado State Legislature already 
has filed Five (5) Bills that will directly affect the Rental 
Housing Industry.  A brief description and link to these 
Bills can be found on the Tschetter Sulzer website in 
the “Legislative Alerts” section.  We will diligently track 
these pieces of legislation as well as any other legisla-
tion impacting the Rental Housing Industry that may be 
introduced as they move through the committee hearing, 
mark-up and amendment process and we will keep the 
current updated status and information posted on our 
website. You also have the option to follow any proposed 
Bills and legislative activity at leg.colorado.gov/bills.
 For more in-depth information regarding the 
Firm’s position on all of these Bills and to keep up with 
their status, we would encourage you to read about their 
movement through the legislature in our monthly News-
letter.  You can also check out our website to see when any 
Webinars dealing with the legislation are scheduled.  And, 
Mark will always be updating the evolution of these Bills at 
our client luncheons with a particular emphasis of the im-
pact they will have on the Rental Housing Industry, both 
positively and negatively.
 Since this article addresses proposed legislation 
that does have a direct impact on landlords we would be 
remiss if we did not remind you that 2020 is an election
continued on page 2



NEW HUD ANIMAL GUIDELINES DISAPPOINTINGLY 
MISS TARGET    continued from page 1
significant fraud, but all claim they are the one legitimate 
provider.
 ESA internet letter mills are big business.  One 
ESA website that we frequently encounter has churned 
out over 65,000 ESA letters.  This website is responsible 
for generating 1000s of ESA letters per month according 
to their own admission.  At $149 per letter, this website is 
generating hundreds of thousands of dollars per month in 
revenue.  Their letters are professional and check all the 
boxes.  Arguably, they will check all of the boxes under the 
new Guidance.
 The new Guidance doesn’t differ much from the 
original 2004 HUD DOJ Joint Statement - Reasonable 
Accommodations Under the Fair Housing Act (“Joint 

Statement”).  The 
Guidance requires 
that the person mak-
ing the request pro-
vide “information 
that reasonably sup-
ports that the person 

. . . [is disabled]”.  
Similarly, the person making the request must provide 
“information which reasonably supports that the animal 
. . . provides therapeutic emotional support with respect 
to the individual’s disability”.  ESA mill letters are written 
by attorneys to specifically meet these requirements.  The 
new Guidance requirements are literally the same re-
quirements set forth in the Joint Statement.  Thus, in six-
teen years, nothing has changed despite the overwhelming 
need to address the titanic amount of fraud.
 We’ve shopped countless ESA letter websites.  
Most ESA websites operate the same.  The person re-
questing an ESA letter takes a five minute prescreen, has a 
fifteen minute or less consultation with a Licensed Mental 
Health Professional Online, and then receives an ESA 
letter.  In some cases, the consultation has been minutes, 
and in other cases our shoppers have received a letter with 
no consultation.  Arguably, letters based on this scant 
information do not “reasonably support” the conclusion 
that the individual is disabled or has a disability related 
need.  
 However, the Guidance makes this argument 
problematic.  Under the Guidance, information about 
disability may include information confirming disability 
from a health care professional.  Similarly, reasonably 
supporting information confirming disability-related 
need for an assistance animal often consists of informa-
tion from a licensed health care professional “general 
to the condition but specific as to the individual with a 
disability and the assistance or therapeutic emotional sup-
port provided by the animal”.   This leaves the door wide
continued on page 3

THEY’RE BACK! continued from page 1
year and it is the elected officials who make the deci-
sions that impact you and your properties.  As Benjamin 
Franklin once wisely remarked, “An ounce of preven-
tion is worth a pound of cure”.  In this instance it would 
not only be wise, as well as prudent, for Rental Housing 
Property Owners and Managers to actively identify and 
support candidates for elective office who do not have a 
built in bias against the industry.



IMPORTANT TS FEBRUARY DATES

Feb 12th    AASC EVICTIONS WORKSHOP
         2:00 - 5:00 PM
         1365 Garden of the Gods Road #120
         Colorado Springs, CO

Feb 14th    SOUTH CLIENT LUNCHEON
          11:30 AM  - 1:00 PM
          Dave & Buster’s Denver
          2000 S. Colorado Blvd., Denver

Feb 17th    PRESIDENTS DAY
                   ALL COURTS CLOSED
                   
Feb 19th    WEBINAR WEDNESDAY
         2020 PROPOSED LEGISLATION
         OVERVIEW/BREAKDOWN
                   9:00 am - 10:00 am
                   Online 

Feb 25th    BASIC FAIR HOUSING WORKSHOP
         1:00 - 4:00 PM
         TS Lower Level Conference Room
         3600 S. Yosemite St., Denver
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NEW HUD ANIMAL GUIDELINES DISAPPOINTINGLY 
MISS TARGET    continued from page 2
open for ESA mills to hire unscrupulous mental health 
professionals to simply opine that I’m a professional, I say 
the person is disabled, and I say that the animal provides 
emotional support so therefore the person making the 
request has disability related need.
 At the end of the day, all landlords have to com-
bat ESA fraud are the same tools referenced in the Joint 
Statement and available under the case law (that the docu-
ment provided must be reliable and must be based on 

personal knowledge).  
Per the Joint State-
ment, “a housing 
provider may request 
reliable disability-
related information 
that (1) is necessary to 
verify that the person 
meets the Act’s defi-

nition of disability (i.e., has a physical or mental impair-
ment that substantially limits one or more major life 
activities), (2) describes the needed accommodation, and 
(3) shows the relationship between the person’s disability 
and the need for the requested accommodation.”  (Em-
phasis Added).  Similarly, the Guidance states that “under 
the Fair Housing Act, a housing provider may request 
reliable documentation when an individual requesting a 
reasonable accommodation has a disability and disability-
related need for an accommodation that are not obvious 
or otherwise known.”
 The Joint Statement also requires that the person 
providing the information be “in a position to know 
about the individual’s disability”.  Similarly, the Guidance 
states that “when providing this information, health care 
professionals should use personal knowledge of their pa-
tient/client – i.e., the knowledge used to diagnose, advise, 
counsel, treat, or provide health care or other disability-
related services to their patient/client.” 
 Despite the requirement that the person provid-
ing the information must have personal knowledge and 
the information must be reliable, the Denver HUD Office 
currently does not allow landlords to question the pro-
vider of information if the provider simply states that the 
tenant has a need for an ESA.  This means that questions 
directed at the reliability of a provider’s methodology 
for arriving at their opinions and their personal knowl-
edge of the tenant’s disability and need for an ESA are 
not allowed even when the questions have nothing to do 
with the medical history, specific medical conditions, or 
diagnosis of the tenant.  This would include whether or 
not the provider arrived at their opinions in accordance 
with professional and ethical standards governing men-
tal health professionals.  Unbelievably, no questions are 

allowed even when the landlord has shopped the ESA 
website and has uncontroverted evidence that the ESA 
website is a farce and a fraud. 
 As a result, Colorado landlords are in between 
a rock and hard place.  They either have to roll over 
and accept the fraud or have to commit to spend tens of 
thousands or even hundreds of thousands of dollars to 
prove the fallacy of the Denver HUD Office’s position in 
federal court.  Not exactly great options.  Ironically, the 
Guidance flat out acknowledges the fraud of certificate 
and registration websites.  “Some websites sell certificates, 
registrations, and licensing documents for assistance 
animals to anyone who 
answers certain questions 
or participates in a short 
interview and pays a fee . 
. . In HUD’s experience, 
such documentation from 
the internet is not, by 
itself, sufficient to reliably 
establish that an individ-
ual has a non-observable 
disability or disability-
related need for an assistance animal.”  
 However, then HUD goes on to practically le-
gitimize the ESA website letter mills.  “By contrast, many 
legitimate, licensed health care professionals deliver ser-
vices remotely, including over the internet. One reliable 
form of documentation is a note from a person’s health 
care professional that confirms a person’s disability and/
or need for an animal when the provider has personal 
knowledge of the individual.”  This statement totally 
ignores the fact that there is essentially no difference 
between the certificate/registration sites and the ESA let-
ter mill sites.  Many ESA certificate/registration sites also 
hawk ESA letters.  Regardless, both types of websites sell 
documents for assistance animals to anyone who answers 
certain questions and/or participates in a short interview 
and pays a fee.
 In addition to finally stating that a registration 
or certificate is insufficient to document disability and 
need for an ESA, the new Guidance does provide detailed 
information for tenants.  Specifically, tenants frequently 
ask landlords what information do I need to provide to 
get an ESA?  The new Guidance devotes several pages to 
answering this question.  “To assist the person request-
ing the accommodation to understand what information 
the housing provider is seeking, the housing provider is 
encouraged to direct the requester to the “Guidance on 
Documenting an Individual’s Need for Assistance Animals 
in Housing” Section.  This Section further states that “it 
is intended to help individuals with disabilities explain 
to their health care professionals the type of 
continued on page 4
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NEW HUD ANIMAL GUIDELINES DISAPPOINTINGLY 
MISS TARGET    continued from page 3
 information that housing providers may need to help 
them make sometimes difficult legal decisions under fair 
housing laws.”
 Specifically, the Guidance’s goal is to “help an 
individual with a disability and their health care pro-

vider understand what 
information may be 
needed to support 
an accommodation 
request when the dis-
ability or disability-
related need for an 
accommodation is not 
readily observable or 
known by the housing 
provider.  Housing 

providers may not require a health care professional to 
use a specific form (including this document), to provide 
notarized statements, to make statements under penalty 
of perjury, or to provide an individual’s diagnosis or 
other detailed information about a person’s physical or 
mental impairments.  Housing providers and the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development rely on 
professionals to provide accurate information to the best 
of their personal knowledge, consistent with their profes-
sional obligations.”
 HUD’s “reliance” on mental health professionals 
to provide accurate information based on their personal 
knowledge is unreasonable.  Given the current reality and 
HUD’s own acknowledgements and actions, many would 
argue HUD’s stated reliance is misplaced.  The current 
reality is that the vast majority of ESA documentation 
comes from ESA websites.  ESA websites are literally 
churning out thousands of ESA letters monthly for sig-
nificant profit without following professional and ethical 
standards and without any significant personal knowledge 
of the person requesting the ESA.  Additionally, other 
non-qualified medical professionals routinely provide 
ESA documentation without any knowledge of legal re-
quirements. 
 In November of last year, HUD requested the 
FTC to investigate the ESA websites because of the over-
whelming amount of fraud.  In that letter HUD states that 
“housing providers, fair housing groups, and disability 
rights groups have brought to HUD’s attention their con-
cern that certain websites may be misleading consumers 
with disabilities into purchasing assistance animal docu-
mentation that is unreliable and unnecessary. According 
to these groups, the websites also may be selling assistance 
animal documentation to people who do not have disabil-
ities substantially limiting a major life activity, enabling 
such people to claim that their pets are assistance animals 

in order to evade housing providers’ pet restrictions and 
pet fees. HUD shares these concerns.”  The Guidance 
itself states that much of the internet documentation  “is 
not, by itself, sufficient to reliably establish that an indi-
vidual has a non-observable disability or disability-related 
need for an assistance animal.”  Given all of this, how 
can HUD possibly rely on professionals and not acknowl-
edge housing provider’s legal right to individually assess 
requests by asking legitimate, non-medically intrusive 
questions? 
 The Guidance also states that “[f]or non-ob-
servable disabilities and animals that provide therapeutic 
emotional support, a housing provider may ask for infor-
mation that is consistent with that identified in the Guid-
ance on Documenting an Individual’s Need for Assistance 
Animals in Housing (*see Questions 6 and 7) in order to 
conduct an individualized assessment of whether it must 
provide the accommodation under the Fair Housing Act.  
The lack of such documentation in many cases may be 
reasonable grounds for denying a requested accommoda-
tion.”
 In theory, this sounds great.  But again questions 
6 and 7 simply are about disability and need.  Does the 
person meet the definition of disability and does the per-
son have a disability related need for an ESA?  Since all 
ESA mill letters are going to address both issues (disability 
and need), this doesn’t help landlords.  Even more frus-
trating is that the Guidance acknowledges case law, i.e. 
landlords have the right to make an individual assessment 
of every ESA request.  However, the Denver HUD office’s 
position ignores the plain meaning of the word assess-
ment.  Assessment means the evaluation or estimation of 
the nature, quality, or ability of someone or something.  
When landlords have to accept every letter from every 
ESA mill or from every unqualified provider on its face 
without any ability to question the nature or the quality 
of that letter, they are deprived of the right to make an 
“individual assessment”.
 The Guidance provides a best practice regarding 

general informa-
tion that should be 
provided in connec-
tion with assistance 
animal requests.  
However, this is just 
another example of 
HUD missing a great 
opportunity to ad-
dress ESA mill fraud 

by requiring disclosure of the requesting party’s rela-
tionship with the person providing the documentation.  
The Guidance suggests that as a best practice the person 
providing the documentation should state “whether the 
health care professional has a professional relationship 
continued on page 5
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NEW HUD ANIMAL GUIDELINES DISAPPOINTINGLY 
MISS TARGET    continued from page 4
with [the tenant] involving the provision of health care or 
disability related services”.  The author of every ESA mill 
letter can legitimately state that they have “a professional 
relationship” with the tenant because a mental health care 
professional has a professional relationship with a patient 
if they talk to them for a minute about their mental health 
in a professional capacity.  What the Guidance should 
have required is disclosure of the nature and length of the 
professional relationship and whether it is ongoing.  
 Finally, the Guidance has the potential to cause 
significant confusion for landlords.   The rental industry 
will view the Guidance as the final word on the subject of 
ESAs, but it is not.  The Guidance itself states as much.  
“As a guidance 
document, this 
document does not 
expand or alter 
housing providers’ 
obligations under 
the Fair Hous-
ing Act or HUD’s 
implementing 
regulations.”  HUD 
also states that “[f]
ailure to adhere to 
this guidance does not necessarily constitute a violation by 
housing providers of the FHA or regulations promulgated 
thereunder.”  The Guidance goes even further on the 
subject by also clarifying that the 2004 Joint Statement 
is also not binding law either.  “HUD does not intend to 
imply that the Joint Statement is independently binding 
statutory or regulatory authority.  HUD understands it to 
be subject to applicable limitations on the use of guid-
ance.”  Quite a remarkable statement since the entire 
rental industry equates the 2004 Joint Statement as liter-
ally the Bible on reasonable accommodation requests.
 The Guidance may further confuse landlords 
because of its discussion of ADA service animal require-
ments.  We know this from practical experience.  Folks 
frequently confuse or apply ADA standards to rental 
property.  As anyone who has ever heard me speak knows 
that the ADA has almost nothing to do with a multifam-
ily community.  Additionally, the Guidance will make 
designing reasonable accommodation forms problematic.  
Although we don’t recommend them, the rental industry 
prefers simple one size fits all reasonable accommoda-
tion forms.  Any good current reasonable accommodation 
form attempts to track the 2004 Joint Statement.  The 
way the Guidance is written it will be difficult or impos-
sible to design a form that accurately tracks the Guidance.  
However, forms might become obsolete quickly because 
the Guidance recommends sending health care providers 

the information entitled “Guidance on Documenting an 
Individual’s Need for Assistance Animals in Housing”.  
This information states that “housing providers may not 
require a health care professional to use a specific form.”  
Thus, many more health care professionals may refuse to 
complete forms.
 Overall, the HUD 2020 Guidance is highly 
disappointing and does not address the huge ESA fraud 
problem.  Approximately, ninety percent of all reason-
able accommoda-
tion requests are for 
ESAs.  HUD had a 
golden opportunity 
to fix the ESA status 
quo by ensuring that 
ESA documentation 
complied with mental 
health professional 
and ethical stan-
dards.  The Guid-
ance completely fails 
in this regard.  The 
Guidance also fails to resolve or provide any insight on 
the several fundamental issues. One, what constitutes 
personal knowledge and when does a provider have suf-
ficient personal knowledge to issue ESA opinions?  Two, 
what makes a provider’s ESA opinion reliable?  Similarly, 
what type of documentation “reasonably supports” that a 
tenant is disabled and has a disability related need for an 
ESA? Does documentation that checks all of the boxes but 
was issued after an internet mental health provider talked 
to a tenant for five minutes “reasonably support” an ESA 
request?  Three, what non-medical inquiries are land-
lords allowed to make to determine the documentation 
is reliable (reasonably supports) and is based on personal 
knowledge?  As noted, the Guidance is lengthy and com-
plicated.  Thus, TS will provide more extensive analysis of 
the Guidance in the future.
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IS SPRING JUST AROUND        
           THE CORNER? 
 Every year on February 2nd since 1887, crowds 
gather at Gobbler’s Knob in Punxsutawney, Pennsylva-
nia, to watch a groundhog emerge for the day. You know 
the drill—if he sees his shadow, bad news: There will be 
six more weeks of winter. But if he doesn’t see a shadow, 
spring is right around the corner.
 The roots of Groundhog Day aren’t as random 
as they might seem. The beginning of February marks the 
halfway point between winter solstice (the shortest day 

of the year) and 
spring equinox 
(when night and 
day are about the 
same length).   It 
is known in the 
ancient Chris-
tian tradition as 
Candlemas, when 

clergy would bless and distribute candles needed for 
winter.  The number of candles represented how long and 
cold the remaining winter would be. Germans expanded 
this concept of determining the length and severity of 
winter by selecting a groundhog coming out of his hole as 
a means of predicting weather.  German settlers brought 



this tradition to the States as well as Canada with the most 
widely known version of a ‘Groundhog Day’ weather 
predicting tradition occurring in Punxsutawney, Pennsyl-
vania.  
 Although Punxsutawney Phil is seemingly the 
most famous groundhog weather prognosticator, he has 
equally famous groundhog relatives like Staten Island 
Chuck, Georgia General Beauregard Lee and Canadian 
Cousins Ontario Wiarton Willie and a reclusive nameless 
distant relative in Yellowknife, Canada who all predict the 
weather annually on February 2nd.  Thankfully, this year 
Phil tells us that Spring is coming soon!
 Although Phil only has a thirty-nine percent 
(39%) accuracy rating with his predictions and his Cana-
dian cousin Wiarton Willie has a fifty-one percent (51%) 
rating, they still both beat the performance percentage 
rating of the US Congress whose current rating is twenty-
one percent (21%).  
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